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The long tail of academic publishing and why that isn’t a bad
thing
Universities are foolish to focus on academic superstars at the expense of staff that expand the
‘long tail’ of research. David Glance argues that increasing the numbers of academics who can
publish and encouraging collaboration are better fixes than increasing the number of
superstars.
In 2004, Wired Editor Chris Anderson wrote an article and later a book about how online
businesses were taking advantage of  the economic principles of  something called the long
tail. A long tail distribution is one in which the majority of  the events in the distribution are
attributed to a relatively small number of  items. This is also ref erred to as the Pareto principle (af ter
Vilf redo Pareto, an Italian economist who devised the concept in 1906) or the 80/20 rule.
In the case of  online book sales f or example, only 20 per cent of  the books sold will be “hits”. This is the
same f or music, movies, mobile phone apps, TV shows and games. The other 80 per cent of  things will be
in the “tail” of  the distribution, which, as the name suggests, is very long.
The point Anderson made in the book is that providing the methods of  production and distribution are
essentially f ree (which in essence they are with things digital), then it doesn’t really matter that something in
the tail only sells one copy because if  you have enough things in the tail, you still end up making a lot of
money. So f or Amazon, iTunes and Netf lix, providing huge catalogues catering f or every niche interest
imaginable turns out to be very prof itable.
Of  course, the people producing the music, books or movies in the tail will all presumably have day jobs
because they won’t be able to directly make a living out the sales of  a f ew copies of  their work – but they
are writ ing and playing f or reasons other than making a living.
It turns out that in universit ies, academic publication also f ollows a long tail distribution. A relatively f ew
academics produce a lot of  work each year and the majority (80 per cent)  produce very much less, perhaps
one or two outputs a year.
As a consequence of  government f unding approaches and global university ranking schemes, universit ies
have been encouraged to look at the quantity of  overall output f rom their institutions. This has caused
some universit ies to f ocus on the “short head” part of  the distribution, imagining how good it would be to
expand that section by having every academic be a “hit” and move into the head of  the distribution.
By f ocusing on the head of  the distribution however, they have missed another approach that, like Amazon,
Apple and other online industries f ocuses on the long tail.
The long tail in academic terms represents a whole range of  people who produce a modest amount of
research around an almost equally large number of  research topics. The benef its of  this are that the range
of  research that is carried out by a university is broad and diverse. This should f actor into the overall
quality of  the teaching that the university carries out, which is also usually broad in coverage. It also f actors
into the potential impact and social engagement ability that the university is able to bring to bear.
From the perspective of  a university worried about perf ormance in ranking or government assessment
exercises, the issue is not having a tail in the f irst place but that the tail is not suf f iciently long and is
related to the number of  staf f  that are employed. The answer here is not how to get rid of  people in the tail
or somehow to convert them into superstar perf ormers, but to extend the tail by various means. Two ways
of  doing this are already employed by most universit ies although they probably don’t realise how important
they are. The f irst involves increasing collaboration with other academics in other universit ies. The second
is by increasing the number of  people who can publish, use the university by- line and not cost anything, e.g.
visitors and other adjunct appointments.
As every other industry has shown, it is impossible to increase the number of  “hits” you have beyond the
20 per cent without unsustainable investment. This doesn’t leave universit ies with much other choice than
f ocus on the tail and instead of  making it shorter, they should be striving to make it longer.
Note: This article gives the views of the author(s), and not the position of the Impact of Social Sciences blog,
nor of the London School of Economics.
This blog was originally posted on The Conversation.
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